
Forms 1.0 Forms 2.0 Status OCA Priority OCP Priority
Alignment towards left Alignment at center Observation

Default length of the box for (options)
concepts

Dynamic length of box for concepts Observation

Concept selection does not modify the UI Concept selection modifies the UI Observation

Spacing between concepts is less Spacing between concepts is more Observation
Description for concept - Can be displayed 
as bold, italic, into a new line

None of these features are 
available with description

Yet to pick

If I want to see description for multiple 
concepts then I can see them as the UI is 
adjusted accordingly

The description overlap each other 
so if I want to view all descriptions 
at once it might not be possible as 
the UI does not adjust automatically

Yet to pick :

During form import from local to QA the short 
names are reflected

During form import from local to QA 
the short names are not reflected. 
We manullay have to set the short 
names

Yet to pick

During form import special characters like " - 
: % " are supported

During form import special 
characters like "- : %" are not 
supported

Yet to pick



No additional spaces added during export of 
forms for concepts having numeric values in 
concept name

During form export if we have a 
number in a concept name then it 
adds an additional space in the json 
automatically. After import of form 
we get an error of concept not 
found as it is looking for a concept 
without the additional space

Yet to pick

Add more for forms is supported Add more for forms is not 
supported

Yet to pick

Form conditions work with add section Form conditions do not work with 
add section

In progress, OCA

Groovy works with add section Groovy does not work with add 
section

Fixed, OCA

Add more for a section is clearly displayed 
on UI as "Add Section"

For add section we only have a "+" 
sign on the section

Observation

After i fill all the form conditions in an 
observation form and i save the form all the 
form conditions are filled and visible

The form condition that is filled at 
the end is only visible after the form 
is saved and all the previous 
conditions are not visible

Fixed, OCP

When a form condition is enabled and i 
select Option A initially for the form condition 
but before saving the form if i select Option B 
then Option A is automatically and option B 
is selected and saved

When a form condition is enabled 
and i select Option A initially for the 
form condition but before saving the 
form if i select Option B then both 
Options A and B are selected and 
saved

Fixed, OCP

Display month & year config can be done Display month & year config cannot 
be done

Observation

CSV upload takes care of all the fully 
specified names and short names

On editing a published form the 
shortnames are not getting 
reflected on the new version of the 
form

Fixed, OCP

Concise text is supported - The length of a 
text box can be reduced

Concise text is not supported - The 
length of a text box cannot be 
reduced


